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New products 2019

DRY SUITs

DRY SUITs
Want to enjoy diving during Winter?

For the new season we are introducing two new models
of trilaminate dry suits:

Standard

11041B - With standard latex seals (with blue panel on
the chest)
11041R - Equipped with SI TECH rings at wrists and
neck for easy replacement of the seals (with red panel
on the chest)

divide suitsagainst

ORUST Neck System, the third
generation of Neck System.
Even softer and more flexible.

Takes longer to get dry
Back zipper needs other’s help to close
the zipper (In fact there are DIY tricks)

and warm waters, since you don't have the
flexibility o f using different undersuits
according to the water temperature.

CORDURA 500D
BUTYL RUBBER
The large pockets can be
squeezed if not used

Heavy duty rubber boot

POLYESTER

Double taping on the crotch junction
on the inside to ensure maximum
waterproofness

standard harnesses

standard bladders

24010A - size L
24010B - size L
24011A - size S
24011B - size S
W/padding on alu plate and
W/padding on alu plate and
shoulders w/alu D-rings.
shoulders w/SS D-rings.

P

24010S - size L
24011S - size S
W/padding on SS plate and
shoulders w/SS D rings.
In pink.
STAINLESS STEEL PLATE

Soft Harness (no plate) with SS rings.
24012S / 24012M / 24012L
W/padding on SS plate and
shoulders w/SS D-ings.

CUSTOM HARNESSES & BLADDERS

CUSTOM HARNESSES & BLADDERS

SM quick adjust waist belt buckle - the buckle can
be moved along the webbing only when in perpendicular position, allowing easy and quick adjust
during the dive when cylinder buoyancy changes
from negative to positive.

